than between the collection box and the inner wall of the well. Nylon rope can be seen on either side of
the collection box to facilitate the periodic removal of the box and crystals. A polypropylene septum
lines the bottom of the box so electrolyte can flow from the box when it is raised from the well. Once
the collection box is raised above the level of the electrolyte, and permitted to drain, the box can be
supported on the top of the cell and box and crystals washed with distilled or chloride free water. (Tap
water is chlorinated to remove germs. Enough residual chlorine is present to contaminate the
electrolyte and must be removed before it can be used for washing.)

PHOTO 8. CATHODES UNDER ANODE AND CRYSTAL COLLECTION BOX ON RIGHT
The anode baskets consist of boxes which fit inside the walls of the cell over the cathodes. Each anode
basket has an egg crate bottom supported by heavy plastic rods across the bottom of the box to support
the weight of the anodes. A polypropylene bag fits inside the box and is held up on each side of the box
by a stainless steel tube that rests on the top of the box. After the anode boxes were placed in use it
was found that the times between cathode cleaning could be extended if each box were raised by 2
inches above each cathode. This is the reason for the spacer under the lip of each anode basket.
Connection of the anode bar to the power supply is made by drilling a hole in the center of the anode,
tapping it for ½-13 threads and screwing a piece of titanium all thread into the bar. The all thread is
secured by a titanium nut on each side of the anode bar. Power is supplied to the top of the all thread
through a welding connector to permit periodic removal of the wire for cleaning. Photo 9 shows the
arrangement of the box, spacers to raise it above the cathode, and the septum bag that kept insoluble
material inside the box. Photo 10 shows an anode attached to the titanium all thread with the welding
connector on the top.
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PHOTO 9. ANODE BASKETS SHOWING POLYPROPYLENE SEPTUM IN RIGHT HAND BASKET

PHOTO 10. ANODE CONNECTED TO TITANIUM ALL THREAD AND WELDING CONNECTOR
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The speed at which silver is deposited on the cathode is defined by the composition of the electrolyte
and the voltage across the cell. The greater the concentration of silver nitrate in the electrolyte, the
faster the pure silver will be deposited on the cathode. Frequently the voltage in the cell is kept at 2.0
volts D.C. to maximize the rate of refining, minimize copper deposition on the silver crystals, and
minimize the amount of operator care. If the cathode has just been cleaned it is customary to reduce
the voltage to permit small crystals of silver to start growing on the cathode. After an hour of this “flash
Plating” the voltage can be restored to the normal operating voltage. A second concentration that must
be watched is the level of copper in the electrolyte. While the copper concentration is not critical it
helps the silver crystals grow evenly. But when the concentration of copper approaches 50 grams per
liter, it takes more time and effort to wash the crystals free of copper salts. After all, the purpose of
refining is to make as pure a silver as possible. If copper salts adhere to the silver crystals and are not
washed off, they will report as copper in the final melt and defeat the purpose of refining. For this
reason 1/10 of the cell volume is purged and replaced by fresh electrolyte whenever the concentration
of copper in the electrolyte reaches 50 grams per liter or some other value defined by the tank house
operator.

ELECTROLYTE COMPOSITION AND CELL OPERATION
Prior to the installation of the cell defined in the last few paragraphs a library search was made to define
the electrolyte composition and cell operation at commercial refineries for which data was available.
Data from specific refineries is defined in the following chart. Because some of the concentration data
may be confidential to specific refineries, they are defined by letters A, B, C, and D
CHART OF CELL COMMERCIAL OPERATION
REFINARY

A

B

C

D

E

CELL TYPE

Moebius

Moebius

Thum

Thum

HOURS BETWEEN CLEANOUT

20

12

4

4

8

SILVER CONC. IN G/L

33

130

56

35

50

COPPER CONC. IN G/L

30

15

89

30

30-40

FREE HnO3 in G/L

NONE

1.2

1.6

1.5

0-1.5

VOLTS PER CELL

2.5

2.5

3.0

4.0

2.0

Undefined

Note: Moebius cells operate at lower voltages than Thum cells. Electrolyte composition is at the
discretion of the operator. However a good starting point for a Thum cell like the one described in the
forgoing paragraphs would be the conditions defined for refinery E, above.
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RECOVERING SILVER FROM DILUTE SOLUTIONS
Silver can be recovered from solution using electrolytic cells such as the Silvermate, Scott cell, Reno cell,
or recovered using metal replacement, or ion exchange, or proprietary metal precipitating chemicals.
The following paragraphs will discuss these techniques.

SILVER RECOVERY FROM PHOTOGRAPHIC AND X-RAY SOLUTIONS
The biggest source of dissolved silver for Silver Anvil is in photographic fixer. The current trend towards
digital photography has eliminated the bulk of this silver solution. But the procedure of x-raying welds
in pipelines and in high pressure reactors still uses conventional x-ray because this provides better
definition than digital x-rays. Many people believe that the only source of silver in this business is the
fixer, but in reality sodium bromide is added to the developer solutions for the purpose of removing fog
on the negatives. Sodium bromide dissolves the small crystals in the emulsion that make the fog, and
deposits the silver on the larger crystals in the emulsion. In this process the solution frequently gains 610 parts per million (ppm), silver, just over the 5 ppm that the Environmental Protection Agency uses as
a thresh hold for classification as a hazardous waste.
Silver is recovered from fixer using conventional electrolysis like the cells in the Silvermate. The
Silvermate cell is a flow through unit that uses a stainless steel cathode surrounded by 4 carbon anodes
to extract silver using a voltage of about 1.5 volts. Two cells are combined in each Silvermate unit with
the effluent of the first cell feeding the second cell. Because fixer depletes at the cathode and can
decompose forming sulfide that will oxidize the silver collected on the cathode and turn it black, a mixer
is installed in each cell. The Silvermate does an excellent job of recovering silver from a flow of fixer of
about 100 milliliters per minute that contains 50 to 3000 ppm silver.
But its efficiency of collection
drops to zero at concentrations below 50 ppm. Solution concentrations discharged from the Silvermate
frequently range from 50 to 200 ppm. The silver in the discharge can be reduced by slowing down the
flow through the Silvermate, or by placing a number of Silvermate units in series, but this is not always
possible. Because of the characteristic of the Silvermate to discharge silver at 50 ppm, the discharge
solution is frequently processed as a low lever silver solution through a unit designed to capture low
concentration metals.
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PHOTO 11. THREE SILVERMATE UNITS IN SERIES CASCADE

PHOTO 12. ELECTRODES UNDER THE SILVERMATE
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RECOVERY OF SILVER FROM LOW LEVEL SOLUTIONS
Silver recovery from low level solutions is frequently done in a cell that has a cathode with 2 to 5 or
more times the surface area as the anode. The Reno Cell is typical of this type of cell. It has a circular
porous carbon cathode surrounded by a number of carbon or metal anodes. In addition to increasing
the surface are of the cathode, the Reno cell has the ability to circulate one solution around the cathode
and circulate another solution around the anode. Normally the cathode solution is the one from which
silver is extracted. This cell is excellent at recovering low level silver from difficult solutions.
Another technique for extracting low concentrations of silver from solution is electrocoagulation as
exemplified by the Scott Powell cell. The Scott Powell cell also uses large surface areas for both the
anodes and cathodes. It differs from other types of electrolytic cells in that it uses electrodes that are
designed to corrode and provide extra metallic ions that react with the silver. Some of the metallic ions
form oxides that aid in the precipitation of traces of metals from the solutions. This cell uses periodic
voltage and current reversals to minimize the metal build up on the electrodes and to promote
corrosion of the electrodes. Metals are collected in the Scott Powell cell, not on the electrodes as in
other recovery cells, but in the second vessel that receives the output from the cell. The oxides present
form a metallic floc that settles and removes the particles of the collected metal. This second vessel can
be conventional tank or a thickener from which the metal rich sludge is withdrawn from the bottom and
clarified solution overflowed from the top. When low concentrations of fixer are run through the Scott
Powell cell using iron electrodes, silver is precipitated in an iron floc which settles in the discharge
vessel. Silver is recovered by filtering and drying and smelting the sludge. In cases where the sludge
contains too much iron to smelt, the metallic slurry is extracted with a secondary solvent that is
designed to extract the silver without dissolving the iron floc.
Parameters used to control the Scott Powell cell are the rate of flow of low concentration solution
through the cell, voltage and current across the cell, frequency of voltage and current reversals, pH of
solution entering the cell and the metal selected for the electrodes.
Silver Anvil has successfully used a Scott Powell cell with iron electrodes to recover silver from low level
fixer flows, and silver and other precious metals from the process water that is pumped from oil wells
with the oil. Process water recoveries work best with waters that contain high salt concentrations.
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PHOTO 13. SCOTT POWELL CELL
Other techniques for recovery of low level silver from solutions include metallic replacement and ion
exchange. Metallic replacement often uses powdered zinc, powdered iron, scrap copper, or steel wool
as the replacing metal. The use of powders require settling time to permit the replaced metal to
separate from the solution. Eastman Kodak and others have designed a bucket containing steel wool
that introduces fixer at the bottom of the bucket and forces it to rise through the steel wool where the
silver is replaced in the thiosulfate molecule by iron. The bucket is designed to accept a flow of up to 50
milliliters of fixer per minute, so the flow rate of fixer through the bucket must be regulated. Steel wool
buckets are excellent for low flow rates from small operations, but when fixer is permitted to pool in
these buckets, the iron can catalyze the decomposition of fixer into sulfur and sulfide compounds which
unite with the iron and blind it from future silver replacement. A second problem is that the fixer can
attack a weak area in the steel wool and form a channel or rat hole through the bulk of the iron that
permits fixer to short circuit the canister and dump silver into the discharge. Steel wool canisters are a
reasonable way to recover silver from small flows because they do not require special maintenance.
Ion exchange resins in the IRA 400 series have been used successfully to recover silver from fixer and
other low level sources. They can be cycled a number of times by acid washes before they become
saturated and must be drained, dried and incinerated to recover the silver.
Precipitating agents such as sodium sulfide, dithiocarbamate, sodium borohydride, and proprietary
precipitating agents are available to clean up low levels of silver from solutions. Each has its own
characteristics. Sodium sulfide must be used with a basic solution or it will generate hydrogen sulfide gas
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that is poisonous. The problem is that fixer is buffered with acid to prolong its life. Thus before it can be
reacted with sodium sulfide, it must be taken to a pH above 8. Even at this level of acidity it can be a
stinky operation. Dithiocarbamate is an excellent precipitant, but it is extremely toxic to fish and cannot
be used in an operation in which the precipitated solution is discharged to a public waterway or to a
sewage treatment works. Proprietary precipitants are available, but their use is beyond the scope of
this paper.
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